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ESTABLISHMENT
On 30 April 1955, in the home of the convenor Ron Mould VK6FM, a meeting of VHF
enthusiasts heard a proposal from Ron that "a group be formed with the idea of furthering
experimentation in amateur radio and in particular in the region of the higher frequencies, also to
ensure that those interested in these higher frequencies had 'a voice in official circles'; to give to
others and to accept from others assistance in difficulties and to get in touch with visitors and
offer them what hospitality we could and in general make their visit enjoyable". Ron was aided
and abetted by Rolo Everingham VK6BO who both saw the opportunity to harness the
enthusiasm of the new young licensees.
The discussion that followed resulted in a decision to form the "West Australian VHF Group"
and to explore if it could be affiliated with the Federal WIA. An initial levy of two shillings and
sixpence was collected to provide a total sum of 32s 6p.
Those present were Wally Howse VK6ZAA, Ralph Deverell VK6ZAD, Dave Meadowcroft
VK6ZAQ, Stan Stewart VK6ZAS, Len Tate VK6ZAT, Don Brown VK6ZAV, Ron Mould
VK6FM, Don Graham VK6HK, Tom Reid VK6TR, Syd Smith VK6SJ, Warren Jacobs VK6WJ,
Frank Chapman VK6CC and Rolo Everingham VK6BO. Apologies were received from Roger
Choate VK6RK, VK6JT, Murray Meharry VK6ZAM, Cec Andrews VK6ZAZ, Jack Gabertas
VK6GB, Don Knox VK6ZAK, Denis Cook VK6AW and Bob Elms VK6BE.

Ron Mould VK6FM

Rolo Everingham VK6BO

The Minutes of that meeting are appended.
EARLY MEETINGS
The second meeting was held in the home of Syd Smith VK6SJ in Midland. The record of the
meeting prepared by Rolo Everingham VK6BO (and one of the main instigators of the Group)
states
"As Midland Junction is on the outer as far as the metropolitan area is concerned the
attendance was indicative of the interest being shown by all concerned. Present were
VK6AW, VK6WJ, VK6HK, VK6ZAD, VK6ZAT, VK6ZAM, VK6ZAA, VK6ZAV,
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VK6ZAZ, VK6ZAS, VK6FM, VK6CC, VK6ZAB, VK6ZAQ, VK6SJ, VK6BO - also
Kevin Bicknell,"
At that meeting Denis Cook VK6AW gave a lecture on field strength measurements.
Meeting in 1955
Top Row
Cec Andrews, Warren Jacobs, Don Graham, Rolo
Everingham, Dave Meadowcroft, Frank Chapman
Middle row
Wally Howse, Ralph Deverell, Don Brown, Kevin Bicknell,
Len Tate
Front row
Syd Smith Ron Mould, Denis Cook, Murray Meharry

This pattern of monthly meetings held in member’s homes together with a technical lecture or
demonstration continued until 3 August 1956 when the 16th meeting of the Group was held in the
Department of Civil Aviation Training Workshops in Maylands. That continued as the meeting
place of the Group until 1972 when following agitation and assistance by the Group, the City of
Melville established the Wireless Hill Telecommunications Museum and meetings have been
held at the Museum ever since.
At the third meeting, opposition was voiced at the planned move of the 50 - 54 MHz band to
56 - 60 MHz and 144 - 148 MHz to 146 - 150 MHz, and an appropriate letter was sent to the
Commonwealth Minister. The Group was advised by the Post Master Generals Department that
these moves had been fully discussed with the Federal WIA and the later had agreed to these
moves. The Group was most unhappy with this and sought from the WA Division of the WIA
an opportunity for a delegation to discuss with it "the question of the Federal Executive of the
WIA 'giving away' the VHF frequencies". The Group also wrote to the PMG pointing out that
the Federal WIA did not represent all Australian amateur operators.
The "VHF News Sheet No 1" was produced by Wally Howse VK6ZAA and presented at the 6th
Meeting on 1 October 1955. Its successor, the "West Australian VHF Group Bulletin" has
continued in a variety of formats and with different production methods thanks to the
enthusiastic efforts of a succession of Editors. Currently it is distributed in electronic form by
email. It continues to provide news and notes of activities and technical articles contributed by
members.
The eighth meeting in November 1955 took the form of a "Hidden Transmitter Hunt" or
"foxhunt". Transmissions were made on 144 and 50 MHz with the transmitter hidden "on rising
ground between Maida Vale and Forrestfield". The hounds met in Kings Park and the winner
was Ralph Deverell VK6ZAD. Foxhunts continued with some vigour for quite a number of
years but interest fell away over the last ten or so years and they are no longer held.
At the tenth meeting of the Group held in March 1956, following failure of the WIA to respond
to inquiries about linking to the Federal body, the author and Murray Meharry VK6ZAM moved
and seconded that the Group explore becoming a corporate body under the Incorporations Act of
WA. This ultimately led to the establishment of the "West Australian VHF Group Inc" on
15 December 1958. The Group rightly claims to have been the oldest continuing club in
Australia with a specialist interest in VHF and the higher frequency bands used by amateur radio
operators.
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Back row Don Graham, Ralph Deverell, Rolo Everingham, Don Brown, Don Knox, Len Tate, Alf Entwhistle, Dave Meadowcroft
From left to right
Wally Howse, Tom Berg, Jon Kitchin, Alan McCarthy, Warren Jacobs, Frank Chapman, Denis Cook, Sid Smith

In June 1956, the Group decided to make representations to the PMG for permission for Z calls
to operate in the new 56-60 MHz band to assist the observations and increase the activity in the
forthcoming International Geophysical Year 1957-58. Z calls were later granted this permission.
At the February 1957 meeting, a decision was taken to have a fox hunt on 288 MHz to increase
activity on that band. (That band was withdrawn later from the Amateur Service). The role of
the Group in encouraging activity on the higher frequencies has continued and currently at least
5 members can operate on bands up to 10 GHz, 3 on 24 GHz and 2 on 47 GHz with equipment
being designed by one member for the 76 GHz band.
Associated with the International Geophysical Year 1957/58, the Group decided to establish a
beacon in Perth. Since then a network of beacons has been established.
The March 1958 meeting saw acceptance of a proposal from the author of a "VHF Group Field
Day". The concept was to try and pass a message through as many towns as possible in Western
Australia. Field days continue as a regular activity of the Group with an emphasis on
competition with points being awarded for contacts with other amateur radio operators. The
scoring favours operation on the higher frequencies and for contacts over longer distances. In
the most recent contest in March 2000, frequencies between 50 MHz and 10 GHz were used and
several operators had, but did not use, equipment for the 24 and 47 GHz bands.
Following the efflux of time, the WA Division of the WIA amended its constitution to allow
Z calls to become full members and a number of members of the VHF Group joined both
organisations. In late 1960, the issue of amalgamating with the WA Division of the WIA was
raised and at the January 1961 meeting this was overwhelmingly rejected with 2 votes for and 26
against. The VHF Group has maintained its independence but became an affiliated club of the
Division and then of the national body when the local Division was dissolved. The Group
benefited when the assets of the WA Division were distributed were divided between the new
national body, the Northern Corridor Radio Group, the WA Repeater Group and the VHF Group.
EQUIPMENT
At the time the VHF Group was established, equipment was valve based and frequently surplus
radio equipment from World War II was adapted and converted to the amateur radio frequencies.
The SCR522 was a common unit as were Command Receivers and transmitters.
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Some idea of gear being used is seen in the following photo taken at the QTH of Rolo
Everingham VK6BO in 1955. The people in the photo are Warren Jacobs VK6WJ, Don Graham
VK6HK and Len Tate VK6ZAT.

In the 1950s there was much to be discovered about the propagation of VHF and UHF
signals. Remember that at this time there were no television stations and very little
commercial use of frequencies above 30 MHz. These higher frequencies were thought
to be generally limited to line of sight type distances. However on 30 December 1951,
Rolo Everingham VK6BO worked Clem Tilbrook VK5GL in Adelaide on 144 MHz and
repeated that on 9 February 1952 with Clem and then with Reg Galle VK5QR also in
Adelaide. The following is the isobaric chart for 30 Dec 1951 at 04.00 UTC.

Clem Tilbrook VK5GL used an RL7 tritet oscillator
with an 8 MHz crystal, a 6V6GT doubler to 48 MHz,
and an RK34 tripler to 144 MHz with an 832 final
with 18 watts input. The amplitude modulation
resulted from a modulator using a pair of 6V6s in
Class A push/pull. The receiver comprised a crystal
locked converter with a 6J6 push/pull RF amplifier,
6J6 push/push mixer with a 6C4 cathode follower.
The oscillator section used an 1852 tritet, fifth
harmonic from a 9.4 MHz crystal driving a half 6J6 tripler to 141 MHz. The band tuning from
3-7 MHz was done “on a conventional 12 tube receiver”. Clem’s antenna comprised a four
element yagi over a four element yagi with the bays spaced a full wavelength apart with the top
28 feet (8.5m) high. Folded dipoles were used as radiators fed with 300 ohm open ribbon.
In order to explore propagation, WA VHF Group members would go portable. Bob Elms
VK6BE and Wally Howse VK6ZAA made a portable visit to Merredin to visit VK6KO in an
effort to encourage activity from there. Don Hawkesworth VK6DW at Bruce Rock joined in.
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Valve equipment at home and in the field required low voltage (6 or 12 volts) for the filaments
and high voltage (say 300 volts) for the plates. At home this was not a problem with the 250 volt
AC mains being converted through a transformer to 385 volts and 6.3 volts. Valve rectifiers
turned the AC output to DC to produce the plate voltages. Filaments could run on AC or DC. In
the field, mechanical vibrators could interrupt the 12 (or 6 volts) from the car battery to give the
high voltages needed. Alternatively genemotors combining a DC motor and DC generator
would produce the required voltages.

Here is one example of a temporary portable set up with
Bob Elms VK6BE at the microphone. Note the split
metal conduit and fencing wire horizontal dipole. No
attention needs to be drawn to the antenna mast! Bob
was a keen cricketer.

Field days have continued with the latest rules adding points for crossband contacts to allow
those who have receive only or transmit only equipment, the encouragement to participate –
generally on the 1296 MHz and higher bands.
MEETINGS
Meetings are held on the fourth Monday of each month except for December at Wireless Hill in
Ardross in the meeting room adjacent to the Wireless Hill Telecommunications Museum
commencing at 20.00 hrs. The Group has continued its early pattern of having a short formal
meeting including reports of unusual propagation openings and amateur radio satellites, a break
for swapping notes among members and then a technical talk. Recent talks have covered topics
such as Software Defined Radios, demonstrations of the latest Aligent test equipment, use of
digital modes, microwave equipment; construction of halo antennas and GPS locked oscillators.
An annual “Junk” sale has also been very popular. Recent attendances have averaged 17
members and visitors. The September 2008 meeting was the 589th of the Group.
One of the major changes from the early days of the Group was that the December meeting was
a social meeting with Father Christmas bringing gifts for children of members. Those children
are now much older as is the current age group of members!
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The photograph on the right shows a number of members who received their life membership
certificates. The original constitution of the Group stated that members with 25 years
membership would be given Life Membership. This provision has since been amended with Life
membership conferred for outstanding service.
BULLETINS
As mentioned earlier, the first Bulletin of the Group was issued in October 1955. The format of
the Bulletin has changed over the years and those interested in following up the contents of these
will find that copies are held in the Battye Library.
Contents have generally included news of activities (past and planned), reports of foxhunts,
beacons, repeaters, technical articles, amateur radio satellite information, propagation, financial
reports and so on.
An example is this extract regarding country news from January 1964
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An example of the changes in technology is given in the following extract from the December
1964 issue of the Bulletin at the bottom of the page. The introductory paragraph of the article by
Charles Kosina VK6LK gives the background to the circuit that is shown. The detail of the
theory and construction has been omitted from this extract.
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Here are the Office Bearers as shown in the May 1981 Bulletin. Some familiar names? Where
are they now?
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The Group also ran a components service supplying relevant parts to members.

It will be noted that at this time, there were a number of FM repeaters. In due course, this
activity grew and resulted in a number of members leaving the Group with the creation of the
WA Repeater Group. The membership of the WA VHF Group peaked at close to 200 in June
1983 but fell dramatically with the formation of the Repeater Group. Currently in 2008 it is
about 40.
FOXHUNTS
Using directional antennas, members of the Group would head off in their cars with a 144 MHz
receiver to find a hidden transmitter (the fox). Yagis were usually used and the hunters would
assemble at a high point (Kings Park was a great spot) and at 20.00 tune in to hear the fox. It
was then a case of being prudent with both the antenna and speed to head towards the source of
the signal. The winner usually had the honour of hiding the next fox. The Group supplied the
fox transmitter and it was left to the cunning of the operator to select the antenna and the
location. A common ploy was to set the fox on one side of the Swan or Canning Rivers to give
the hounds a challenge. Hiding places included concrete pipe drains, trees, and wire fence lines
as antennas. One of the real creative ones was locating the transmitter in a baby’s pram
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(complete with a hidden 12 volt battery) and having a friendly couple wheel the pram around the
street. Someone ultimately was bold enough to ask to see the “baby”. Bob Elms tells
I built that one using half a 12AT7 oscillator tripler followed by the other half as a doubler and half and second
12AT7 as a tripler to 144. The other half of the second 12AT7 was a reactance modulator which put a deviation at
400 Hz on the crystal oscillator. The audio source was a test oscillator in the pram too. Using NBFM meant that the
foxes could not use their snoop loops which mainly depended on a diode for detection. The antenna was a halo in
the hood of the pram and the car battery sat on the undercarriage. The vibrator giving HV was positive to earth and
the tx was negative to earth and the chasses touched in the Park causing some smoke and sparks that alerted some
observant foxes who were regarding the Clouds, my neighbours, with some suspicion.

A report of one hunt as described in the Group’s Bulletin for January 1981 was

THE WIRELESS HILL TELECOMMUNICATIONS MUSEUM
The Group assisted the Melville City Council in securing the site vacated by the Overseas
Telecommunications Commission of use as a public park. One of the ideas advanced by the
Group was the establishment of a Telecommunications Museum. Advice was given in 1977 to
the Council on the themes that might form the basis of displays.
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The Group was instrumental, through its members, in acquiring considerable amounts of
equipment to be used in the displays. These were professionally set up by the Council.

The Group also set up a tower and three band HF yagi.
After a number of years the enthusiasm (and budget) of the Council waned and displays have not
been revamped to encourage return visits by the public. The Group has retreated from a close
link with the Museum as it is more interested in new technologies. Nevertheless, a couple of
members of the Group in a more personal capacity continue to advise the Council and
periodically report to the Group as to how it might help the Museum.
BEACONS
The construction of amateur radio beacons has been the major ongoing interest of the Group.
The first one was part of its contribution to the International Geophysical Year 1957-58. The
philosophy behind the construction of beacons is that a continuously operating transmitter with
appropriate identification on a known frequency provides the opportunity to amateurs to improve
the sensitivity of their receivers, check their antennas, provide information on propagation and
alert amateurs to opportunity to work others.
All of the Group’s beacons operate continuously, 24 hours a day and 7 days a week.
Western Australia lacks the large population centres common in the other states and the nearest
capital city of Adelaide is over 1800 Km away. VHF/UHF amateur radio activity in country
areas is very limited and in the 1950s as mentioned earlier, contacts over long distances were
unexpected. Beacons have helped to dispel this view. A working party within the Group is
working on a new design prototype that will use GPS frequency locking and include digital
modes of identification.
PERTH VK6VF – AUSTRALIA’S FIRST VHF BEACON
Following an application for a permit in January 1958, this Group established the very first
amateur beacon in Australia transmitting on 50.003 MHz. It was built by the late Don Brown,
VK6ZAV. The audio modulation source was a neon valve relaxation oscillator feeding a 6V6
valve which screen modulated an 807. It was keyed by a notched disc driven by a synchronous
motor through a rubber band. The notches in the disc actuated a mechanical switch, keying the
transmitter. Unattended operation was not permitted at that time so VK6VF was heard
irregularly from a variety of locations whenever the attending operator was present and
remembered to turn it on.
The following is an extract of an article written by Don Graham VK6HK and published in
Amateur Radio in 1961 about the Group’s beacon VK6VF
AIMS 1. To ensure the presence of a signal on the 50-54 Mc. band as consistently as possible to partially compensate for the
variable level of activity on that band and hence to reveal any propagation effects which might be missed due to the
low activity level.
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2. To provide a consistent signal to encourage local activity by aiding beam and receiver tests etc. EQUIPMENT The transmitter consists of a 6AC7 modified Pierce oscillator/tripler from an 8.333 Mc xtal, driving a 7C5 doubler,
which in turn drives a single 807 with some 25 watts input. The modulator is very simple—It contains a neon tube and
.a single 6V6! Screen modulation is employed, and this seems quite adequate for the purpose. As a point of interest, the
centre tapped output transformer from a Command receiver has been pressed into service as a modulation transformer
with good results. 807 screen h.t. is applied to the tap; the 807 screen connected to one “end” and the 6V6 anode to the
other. Nothing original of course, as a similar scheme has often been used to provide a cheap modulation transformer
with p.p. speaker transformers in low power plate/ screen modulators. Probably a step-up ratio would be superior for
the screen only application, but needs must!
Tone modulation (A2) only is available; no provision has been made for A3 operation.
The neon tone oscillator is keyed direct at the earthy end of the neon tube by a code wheel driven, via a gearbox — (ex
a recording voltmeter), from-a gramophone type induction motor (ex a discarded 78 r.p.m. turntable). The code wheel
itself is a phosphor bronze disc 4 inches -in diameter with the call letters cut around the circumference. - Keying is
effected by a wiping tungsten contact culled from an old pair of motor vehicle ignition points.
These details are mentioned particularly because of early difficulties with excessive wear of less robust- materials for
the wheel and contact. . The antenna in use at present is a four element wide-spaced yagi, rotatable. The direction of transmission is variable,
but mainly in a direction N.E. from Perth or - other directions as circumstances dictate.
HOURS OF OPERATION
Naturally in a “beacon” project such as this, the greater number of hours “on air” the better. To this end an initial
application was to the P.M.G’s. Dept. for a 24-hour continuous permit. Unfortunately, due to the implication of
unattended operation, this could not be granted. Therefore the station is run only when the operator is in attendance.
This generally means the transmitter is on -the air approximately 65 per cent. of possible time. This is an average taken
over an eight-month period recently completed.
Typical operating hours (E.S.T.) are 0100- 1600 four days a week); 0100-0800. 1800-2400 (one day a week); 00002400 (two days a week).
Unfortunately, due to the proviso afore mentioned, these hours do vary, but may serve as a guide. They should not be
taken as actual hours. The beacon could be operating at any time as the present operator is a shift worker. Total hours
run since September 1960 exceeds 4,000 hours. By the way, this transmitter has not heard of :‘winter slumps” In 50 Mc. activity!
RESULTS
Since the introduction of “The Beacon” (as it is referred to in VK6) in January 1959, DX reports have been received
from .JA, VK9, KR6, a Mobile Marine in the Pacific, and all mainland VK districts.
In many cases these DX reports - have been forwarded subsequently to the event as there has been no regular activity
on the band at the time. Apart from interstate and international results, intrastate reports have been most gratifying.
Reports have been received, particularly, from Geraldton (260 miles), Moora (90) and Waroona (70 miles). In addition,
the signal has often been employed for receiver alignment, antenna tests, etc., on purely a local plane.
REPORTS
It is proposed to continue running the transmitter on 50.003 Mc. while we continue to retain use of the band. To help
justify this plan, ALL reports of reception will be most welcome and, if required, will be replied to by QSL card.
CONCLUSION
An interesting complementary project to this would, of course, be a remote continuously run recording receiver! Any
takers?

Unfortunately no one has taken up the final invitation!
On 14 July 1961, the Post Master General’s Department approved an application from the VHF
Group and the Group established a beacon on 144 MHz in addition to its six metre one.
Two metre beacons also have a long history in
WA. The first location of the 2m beacon was
VK6BE in Kalamunda. Then it was moved to
VK6RX in Subiaco, then in turn to VK6HK in
Wembley Downs and VK6AW in Tuart Hill.
At this time a valve tripler was added, making
it the first 70cm beacon in WA and possibly in
Australia. The keyer was an ingenious
adaptation of the original. An S.E.C. (State
Electricity Commission) power meter was used
to provide the slowly revolving disc. Tabs were attached to the disc to interrupt a light beam
which was detected by a germanium OC71 transistor with the paint scratched off to make it
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photosensitive! The speed of the CW was determined by how much power was drawn by the
transmitter and therefore how fast the disc rotated!
[Contrast that keying with the current efforts of a sub-committee of the Group working on a GPS
locked, microprocessor controlled identification source that will cover CW and digital modes to
capitalise on the narrow bandwidth that computer aided receivers can deliver!]
By informal agreement, that beacon was moved to the TVW7 transmitting site as Bickley where
it was placed in the back of the generator shed with the antenna only a few feet off the ground.
This was unsatisfactory to all concerned so it was replaced by a solid state dual band beacon
which was relocated part way up the transmitter tower. It operated almost continuously for
about 13 years with the callsign VK6RTV, giving excellent service in propagation studies and
helping many amateurs align their receivers.
Another first for Perth was VK6RVF, constructed by Colin Murphy VK6CM in the early 1980s
and installed at Roleystone. It was transmitting on 10.3 GHz in the direction of Rockingham.
The October 1984 Bulletin asked “Has anybody heard it recently? If you have then please let me
know so your name can appear in print as one of the select few operating on the 3 cm band.”
References to the current microwave beacons are made later in this story.
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PERTH VK6RPH
As described earlier, the Group has operated a 50 MHz beacon in Perth since 1958 and on 144
MHz since 1961. Over the period since then, the frequencies and locations have changed but the
current beacon details are as follows.
The ident is VK6RPH .. PERTH followed by keydown. The
transmitters are based on commercial units. The 50 MHz
transmitter is a rebuilt Philips FM828 "G" band rehoused in
FM880 rack mounting hardware. The exciter, power control (ex
FM880) and PA cards are unmodified and retuned to 50.066 MHz.
The transmitter has been modified for CW by keying the inhibit
terminal on the exciter card. This is driven from a VK6HK morse
keyer via its keying transistor output.
The 144 MHz transmitter is a Philips FM880 "A" band rack
mounting unit. The exciter, power control and PA cards are
unmodified and retuned to 144.460 MHz. The transmitter has been
modified for CW keying buy inserting a keying transistor board in
the DC feed to the 1st PA stage. This is driven from a VK6HK
morse keyer board via its keying transistor output.
The 432 MHz transmitter is a Philips FM880 "U" Band rack mounting unit. The exciter card has
been modified by the addition of a small capacitor on the VCO transmission line tuned circuit to
extend the low end of the tuning range to cover 432 MHz and so enable the VCO to lock up.
The PA card has also been modified by the addition of a trimmer capacitor to the PA input line
to improve efficiency at 432 MHz. The transmitter has been modified for CW by the addition of
a series keying transistor in the DC feed to the first stage of the driver hybrid module. This in
turn is driven by a VK6HK morse keyer board via its keying transistor.
The 1296 MHz transmitter includes an exciter card from a Philips "U" Band FM828 which has
been modified for Frequency Shift Keying (FSK). The modification includes an adjustment for
the frequency shift amplitude. Keying is provided by a VK6HK morse keyer board via its
keying transistor. The exciter card has also been modified to lower its VCO lock in range to 432
MHz, by the addition of a small capacitor to the VCO transmission line tuned circuit.
The current Perth beacon VK6RPH antennas are mounted on one of the television towers to the
east of Perth. The 50 and 144 MHz antennas are bent dipoles that provide close to an omni
pattern. The antenna design by Don Graham VK6HK has also been very successfully used
elsewhere. Both beacons run about 20 watts erp.
COCOS ISLAND
In 1962, the Group built a six metre beacon for operation on Cocos Island which was operated
under the care of Lionel VK9LA. The beacons were to facilitate detection of band openings.
This beacon ceased operation when Lionel left the island and there were no reports of its
reception.
MT BARKER VK6RST
Spurred on by the success of tests carried out by the then Weapons Research Establishment in
1966-68 between Albany and Salisbury South Australia, the Group obtained a licence for a two
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metre beacon which was installed in October 1968 at Mt Barker, 50km north of Albany, under
the care of Tom Reed VK6TR. Initially operating as VK6VF/P and later VK6VE, the beacon
was heard in Adelaide and the first of many 144 MHz contacts between Albany and the Eastern
States was achieved by Wally Green VK6WG and Mick McMahon VK5ZDR on 3 January
1969. After a power supply failure in July 1969, the beacon was rebuilt and reinstalled at Mt
Barker in December 1969. In May 1970, the beacon was sold to the Southern Electronics Group
based in Albany and it was moved to Albany as it was thought that the inland location of Mt
Barker was a great disadvantage.

Take off from Albany beacon site

Albany beacon antennas

In 2003, when the Southern Electronics Group found
it difficult to maintain the beacon, the Group took
over responsibility and currently under the callsign
VK6RST; the Group maintains beacons on 144.564,
432.564 and 10368.564 MHz at Mt Barker. Plans
exist to add 1296 MHz at that site. The photo shows
the installation of the 432 MHz antenna below the 10
GHz dish in October 2003.
The Mt Barker beacon is now capable of being
interrogated from a distance by a mobile phone. Text
messages to the SMS controller result in return messages that indicate the presence or absence of
the AC mains; RF output from each of the transmitters; and the AC to each transmitter. Sending
a text message to the beacon controller can switch the AC off or on to any or all of the
transmitters. When it appears that one or more of the beacons is not on air, their state can be
diagnosed and decisions made as to whether an on-site visit is required. This saves a lot of
travelling!!
BUSSELTON VK6RBS
VK6RBS Busselton began operation from a site at the Geographe Bay Yacht Club in
1984. The main purpose was to investigate and provide a warning of the development of
the coastal duct which frequently forms along the Western Australian coast north to
Exmouth, about 1500 Km distant. It was also arranged that there would be radiation
generally to the East to explore the possible extension of the Great Australian Bight path
so commonly open from the southern coastline of Western Australia towards South
Australia.
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The site is unusual in that the antennas are located on a 10 metre tower which is virtually at sea
level and only about 50 metres from the water’s edge. This has proved to be no handicap for
propagation to the north into the duct, parallel to the coast in the direction of Perth, Exmouth and
Northwest Cape.
The initial Busselton beacon VK6RBS was a
multiband beacon covering 144, 432 and
1296 MHz. The output power of the 144
MHz beacon was fed up the tower where it
was split via a power divider to feed two 5
element yagis (one towards the east and the
other towards Perth) with the other half of
the power fed into a varactor tripler to
produce 432 MHz. This in turn was divided
to both feed an antenna that had three main
lobes (one to the east, one towards the
wheatbelt and the third towards Perth) and a
further varactor tripler to produce 1296
MHz. The latter was coupled to a corner
reflector antenna pointing northwards
towards Perth.
With the advent of the WIA bandplan and
new enthusiasm from members, this set up was replaced by separate transmitters and reduced to
beacons on 1296 and 10 GHz. After some difficulties with the site, these were taken off-air but
it is planned that they will be restored to service during the forthcoming summer of 2008.
PERTH VK6RPR

In 1983, a beacon VK6RPR was established in Nedlands at
the then Secondary Teachers college on 432 MHz. This
operated until it was replaced as part of the current VK6RPH
beacon system.

BUNBURY VK6RBU
In 1996, the Group resolved to establish the Indian Ocean Propagation Project. From 18 April
1996, a 50 and 144 MHz beacon service commenced continuous operation from a location near
Bunbury, Western Australia. (Locator OF76).
The transmitters were established on 50.306 and 144.560 MHz with the particular long
term aim of providing a useful signal level for the investigation of both ionospheric and
tropospheric propagation to the West towards Africa across the Indian Ocean. Contacts to
Africa from Australia had already been made on 50 MHz during the previous Solar
Cycle, but the Indian Ocean has yet to be bridged via tropospheric media. The prospect
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of sustaining a signal by tropospheric media from Western Australia towards Africa has
been predicted by meteorologists and others as long ago as the 1960s.
The effective radiated power on a bearing of 260
degrees is approximately 100W, horizontally
polarized. About 10W erp is radiated on the
reciprocal bearing of 080 degrees True. The
antennas are 3 and 4 element yagis respectively,
mounted at about 25m above ground. The "rear"
lobe provides a useful signal towards the Eastern
States of Australia. The site is about 300m above
sea level, with the Indian Ocean as horizon at
about 20Km distant.
The keying mode is on-off on 50.306 and FSK
on 144.560. The latter is key down on 144.560
MHz, with key up 800 Hz lower. The keying
cycle is somewhat different to normal. It is
VK6RBU -long dash-, followed by 10 seconds of
5mS pulses spaced 100mS. The purpose is to
provide the basis for individuals to experiment with looking for backscatter echoes from
reflecting media, by displaying the signal on a CRO. The same keyer is used on 50 and
144, so the 144 signal might be used to trigger the display of 50 MHz echoes, and so
determine the distance away that these are occurring.
Amateur operators on Reunion Island in the Indian Ocean were alerted to this project and
unconfirmed reports of reception of the 144.560 were reported on two occasions. It is
understood that in more recent times, emphasis on that island has been placed on the path
from there to South Africa. The mountainous terrain towards Australia from the more
populated areas of Reunion Island is a major handicap for reception of the 144 MHz
Bunbury beacon.

AUGUSTA VK6RSW
Wanting to test the propagation to
points west of Albany and
northwards to Perth and beyond,
the Group placed a beacon
VK6RSW near Cape Leeuwin at
Augusta on 4 August 2000. This
operated on 144.562, 432.562 and
1296.562 MHz. The antennas
were 5 element yagis on 144
MHz, 9 elements on 432 and a
backscreen array for 1296 MHz.
These were oriented to give
signals to the north and the east in
a similar manner to the beacon at
Busselton.
Unfortunately, the site was lost to
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the Group and a replacement one is yet to be found.
Anyone who can help the Group gain a site at or near Augusta that has good take-offs to the
north and to the east as well as access to AC power will be very welcome!
EXMOUTH/DAMPIER VK6RSX
Exmouth near North West Cape was identified as a desirable site for beacons on 50.304 and
144.576 MHz to test the path from Perth to the north as well as along the northwest path towards
Broome. Additionally reception of Indonesia VHF television was frequently reported from
locations along the Pilbara coast. Could contact be made to Indonesia from Perth on 144 MHz if
amateurs at both ends of the path heard the Exmouth beacon? The beacons VK6RSX (both with
approximately 50 watts erp) were placed at the light aircraft airstrip on 13 Nov 1998. The
144 MHz beacon was heard frequently in Perth over the 1 100Km path during the summer
months.
However the beacon interfered with the television reception
from Exmouth. Pilots waiting for their next flight would
turn the beacons off and forget to switch them back on.
The Group strongly believes that beacons must operate
continuously over the 24 hour period as well as every day
of the week. Intermittent operation is unacceptable so the
beacons were withdrawn from Exmouth. The nearest
available site was
found at Dampier
(photos shown at
left) in March 2001 in the bio-box of an old drive-in.
The 50 MHz beacon has proved most frustrating for
operators in Europe who frequently reported reception
during the peaks of the sunspot cycle.
The frustration arose since there are no active amateurs
in the immediate Pilbara region although Bill Webber
VK6JQ in Broome has had outstanding success on 50
MHz to Europe. The Dampier 6 metre beacon can be
monitored in Perth using meteor pings. Regular
reception of the 144 MHz beacon has been reported
from Broome over an approximately 600 Km path.

50 MHz antenna at left and transm

50 MHz antenna on left and transmitters at right before installation at Dampier
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ESPERANCE VK6REP
Thanks to Bill Hockley, VK6AS, a site was found just north of Esperance and a beacon
VK6REP on 144.568 MHz established. The antenna is a dipole oriented to give lobes towards
Perth and Mt Gambier. The dipole was chosen to minimise the signal towards VK6AS! This
beacon has alerted Perth operators when the path towards the east is open, sometimes extending
to South Australia and Victoria. Its location is also conducive to observing aircraft enhancement
as most of the commercial airlines from the east cross the coastline about Esperance on their path
to Perth.
MICROWAVE BEACONS – BUSSELTON, MT BARKER AND PERTH
With emerging interest in the microwaves, the Group has built beacons for 10 GHz and placed
one at Busselton with the dish pointing towards Perth, one at Mt Barker with the dish pointing
east and the third at Wireless Hill with a slotted waveguide omni-directional antenna. The first
two involve the final multiplier from about 600 MHz to 10 GHz and amplifier mounted at the
back of the dish with the 600 MHz keyed source in the transmitter hut.
PERTH VK6RSP/VK6VF
The 10 GHz beacon at Wireless Hill is self-contained
with power sent up to the stainless steel cylinder that
contains the transmitter. The 5.7 GHz beacon is
mounted on the Group’s tower. Similarly to the
Busselton and Mt Barker 10 GHz beacons, the final
multiplication and amplification occurs within the
cylinder on the tower with a slotted waveguide
providing an omni-directional pattern.
The Group’s triband HF antenna is also visible in the
photo.
WEBSITE
The VHF Group has a website http://www.vhf.wirelessplanet.com.au
This was established and maintained by one of our members. Unfortunately, he is very much in
demand as a consultant to major companies and of more recent times has found himself in
remote parts of the State and travelling internationally. As a consequence, with the inability of
the Group to find a member to maintain and update the site, it reflects poorly on the Group. A
volunteer please?
THE FUTURE
In summary, the VHF Group beacons at Augusta, Busselton, Bunbury, Dampier and Esperance
as well as Perth form a network that is endeavouring to encourage members and others to
improve the sensitivity of their stations and provide information on propagation as well as alert
amateurs to openings.
The West Australian VHF Group has made many contributions to the advancement of VHF/UHF
and microwave amateur radio in Australia. Its emphasis on weak signal narrow band modes has
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complemented the activities of the two other major amateur radio clubs in the metropolitan area
(WA Repeater Group [repeaters] and Northern Corridor Radio Group [HF]).
A problem shared with many other clubs is the dependence on a small number of members who
are prepared to occupy positions on the Committee. Others need to step up to the opportunities
to enhance the activities of the Group.
The Group urgently needs new and younger members. The Group has been unable to find a
member(s) who can offer courses for potential new Foundation licences.
The “intelligent” style beacon with a GPS locked oscillator is an ongoing project that can
provide a stimulating challenge. A site for the Augusta beacon is needed. How about a 2.4 GHz
beacon for Perth? A beacon on 5.7 GHz for Mt Barker? (The 10 GHz path across the Bight has
been bridged once but not on 5.7 GHz.)
What ideas do you have and are you willing to back them with your efforts?
The Group has a sound financial base. There is much to be done!

wjh
16 November 2008
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APPENDIX
RECORD OF INAUGURAL MEETING OF THE WEST
AUSTRALIAN VHF GROUP
This meeting was convened by Mr R Mould for Saturday 30th April 1955, and was held at his residence.
Ron, VK6FM, opened the meeting by suggesting that a group be formed with the idea of furthering experimentation
in Amateur Radio and in particular in the region of the higher frequencies, also to ensure that those interested in
these higher frequencies had a “voice in official circles”; to give to others and to accept from others assistance in
difficulties and to get in touch with visitors — offer them what hospitality we could and in general make their visit
enjoyable.
Don Graham, VK6HK, then asked whether the group was to be informal or one having a constitution etc.
Discussion followed on this point, VK6ZAA, Mr Wally Howse, favoured a constitutional body which could secure
representation of any matters in official circles. He felt that as matters stood it might be preferrable that the Group
be distinct from the Western Australian Division of the WIA. Mr Don Brown, VK6ZAV favoured formal
representation.
Mr Syd Smith, VK6SJ, spoke and said that as lectures and discussions would probably be one of the main stays of
the proposed group, he would formally move that:
Those in this group decide to form an official Group to be known as the West Australian VHF Group, the
group to adopt the federal Constitution and that the group apply for affiliation with the Federal Body of the
WIA
Discussion followed. Mr Ralph Deverell, VK6ZAD proposed and Mr Stan Stewart, VK6ZAS seconded an
amendment to the above motion that the clauses dealing with the adoption of the Federal Constitution and affiliation
with the WIA be held over.
The final outcome was:
(i)

An official group be formed.

(ii)

That the group be known as the West Australian VHF Group.

(iii)

That a letter be sent to the Federal Executive of the WIA concerning their Constitution (Federal)
and also concerning affiliation requirements should we decide to apply for same.

(iv)

That no application for affiliation with the WIA be made pending receipt of advice under (iii)
above.

(v)

Enquiries from the Federal Executive of the WIA regarding the supply and distribution of
“Amateur Radio” to members of the Group.

VK6SJ then moved that an initial levy of 2/6 ea be made to cover expenses. The sum of 32/6 was collected and
handed to Rolo Everingham VK6BO
VK6BO was also asked to enquire by letter from the Federal Executive re above.
VK6SJ then brought forward ideas for suitable activities. His ideas were added to by most present. Projects were
— morse classes, frequency measurements and other equipment to be made available, magazines for exchange,
Civil Defence Nets, Country DX, organised expeditions and publicity for same, field strength measurements and
charts, interference problems, hospitality for inter and intra-state visitors, publicity for and cooperation with Short
Wave listeners.
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It was decided that the next meeting be held on 28th May and VK6SJ very kindly offered his residence as the next
meeting place. Syd was then “told” that he could give the next lecture at the next meeting. Supper was very kindly
prepared by Mrs VK6FM and was enjoyed by all.
No formal motion of thanks was moved to Mrs VK6FM or to Ron, but the number who thanked both of them would
have left no room for doubt that their part in this initial meeting - convening and making room and hospitality
available - was much appreciated.
Present were: VK6ZAA, ZAD, ZAQ, ZAS, ZAT, ZAV, 6FM, 6HK, 6TR, 6SJ, 6WJ, 6CC, 6B0.
Apologies from: 6RK, JT, ZAM, ZAZ, 6GB, ZAK, 6AW, 6BF.

ADDENDUM
The following photos were found after the completion of the preceding story. Don Graham
VK6HK commented on them as follows
Thanks indeed for the photos. What a blast from the past!

1961 Field Day in Kalamunda

It's interesting to try and work out who are the people, but I'm sure that the left hand operator in sunglasses is Jim
Rumble who was invited to bring along his Collins setup for HF. Alongside him might be me (or was it Neil
Penfold?). I remember being involved with the setup to the extent of getting hold of a genset (with open exhaust)
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from DCA for the weekend and Roy Chamberlain refuelling the thing inches from the flaming exhaust! Lucky he
lived to tell the tale. Jim 6RU was very concerned about the AC volts being provided and brought along his own
AC voltmeter to keep an eye on things. The caravan was Kevin Bicknell's from memory. I do recall having a bad
dose of the flu so the weekend itself was a bit dented as a result.

1962 Cocos Island Beacon

The Cocos beacon brings back a few memories too. I think it was Doug Wauchope who worked on the conversion
of an SCR522 (in DCA workshops time probably!). The workshops facade features in the photos. I recall the idea
was to get the tx and antenna delivered to Cocos per courtesy of friendly aircrew on SAA or QANTAS Super
Constellation flights which went to ZS via Cocos and Mauritius in those days. Apparently the tx got there OK but
the antenna was carried on to Johannesburg and had to await a return flight to get it back to Cocos. We never heard
much about how much it got operated (by Lionel Allan) but I think it was only very intermittently and not as a
continuous beacon. Last I heard, someone had found it in a corner heavily corroded and it probably finished on that
rubbish dump we visited.

wjh
10 June 2009
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